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Basic Information and Definitions
Magnetic cylinder sensors

Mounting distances   The response travel of a magnetic field sensitive 
Adjustment and installation  sensor is virtually independent of the field strength 
    of typical piston magnets. This design and operating 
    principle eliminates multiple switchpoints. 
    When using multiple magnetic field-sensitive 
    BMF-sensors, these can be installed directly next 
    to or behind one another.

Non-linearity   Non-linearity specifies the maximum deviation of the characteristic from a straight reference line. This  
    value applies to the linear range.

Operating principle 

Output curves 

Repeat accuracy R  The repeat accuracy is the value of output signal changes under defined conditions, expressed as a  
    percentage of the upper distance. In doing so, you have to measure in the lower, upper and middle 
    areas of the linear range. It corresponds to the repeat accuracy R of proximity switches and is deter- 
    mined under the same standardized conditions (EN 60947-5-2). 
    Displacement sensors with analog output achieve the value R of ≤ 5% defined in the standard.

Repeat accuracy RBWN   Repeat accuracy describes the precision an analog sensor achieves when moving to a measuring  
    point multiple times. The value specified on the basis of the Balluff Factory Standard (BWN Pr. 44)  
    describes the maximum deviation from this measuring point.

Response time   The response time is the time a sensor requires to reliably and steadily change the output signal. The  
    specified time, which has been determined at the maximum measuring speed, includes both the  
    electrical response time of the sensor and the time for the mechanical change of the damping state.

Slope     The slope is a measure of the sensitivity of the sensor with respect to a distance change. This physi- 
    cal relationship can be calculated for travel sensors as follows:

BIL AMD0 BIL EMD0 BIL ED0

Slope S [V/mm] = Ua max –Ua min 
sa max –sa min

Slope S [mA/mm] = Ia max –Ia min 
sa max –sa min
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